This article analyzes in complex systems the web of variables that constitute the formation and behavior of an event organizing it in several probabilities. Based on the current statistical methodologies, multifactorial analysis associated with fuzzy logic, complex phenomena are analyzed by stating the influence of a variable to others and possibly indicating how complexity works. However, these analyzes have limitations regarding the scope of the samples considering the mechanics of an event determined only by the non-physical quantitative properties of variables. The mentioned limits, refers to not considering the measurement of the variable's interactions influence in the event by analyzing the frequencies in which the interactions affect the formation and behavior of the expected event. Considering that interactions take place in the physical world, they can present non-observable physical features that influence the event. This observation can point out the periodic function in the production of the complex events that can be observed considering the frequency with which the analyzed event occurs in its physical quantitative characteristics.
Introduction
The main characteristic of the phenomena approached for the methodology to be explained in this article is to deal with events whose variations in being and previous formation and behavior of the event is the result of a tangle of other events (coupling functions [1] ) associated with it [2] . The variables that promote the event may have many expressions, generating oscillations in results [3] . The analysis of this article refers to the measurement of the frequencies of interaction among variables (dynamical systems) and the influence of these frequencies on the formation of the expected event. The expression frequency of interaction among variables implies in the idea that forming events (variables) of the main event and their behavior can interact with each other influenced much more by frequency in which interactions between matter and energy express regarding a quantitative physical aspect, possibly changing the results of expression in the event. So, it is aimed to point out how the frequency with which interactions among those variables occur under the concept of a multifactorial statistical analysis associated with Fuzzy Logic [4] and subsequent observation of the parameter space of the variables chained together [5] . When analyzing a complex event, the interaction among variables is not always easily or possibly observable or reproducible, and those interactions differ in its expressions generating to the experiment or observation, oscillations. Conceiving the event as being determined by frequency of interactions prevents the flow of the event from being observed only from the view of nature possibilities described as a parameter space of the event, which naturally don't occur in this way in the raw state of nature [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, the results from statistical surveys that delimit the object of study by the parameter space are questioned, even if they consist of Fuzzy-like parameters, which, in this article, is extended by the analysis of variables and their correlation with the complex system of the event considering all the interactions among variables of a given event and the power of influence of these interactions in the system, possibly causing a periodicity or coupling func-
The investigation of events that have variables with non-binary analysis parameters (fuzziness) becomes necessary to the extent that facts involving these phenomena become uncontrolled due to the large range of factors that cause a particular event to occur [9] , such as, the great cities and the integration between human being and nature, or the phenomena that have in their structure physical, chemical or biological dimensions within it [1] [10] . In this way it is necessary to delimit in the statistical methods the feasibility in interfering in the phenomenon identifying which parameters, their variances and quantitative physical characteristics are most influential within the system. In traditional analyzes, the samples in a multifactorial statistical analysis associated with Fuzzy Logic have scopes in which there is a wide variance distribution of the analyzed variables [4] [11], however, the internal movement that occurs between one variable and another, in terms of its interactions is not observed, but by the final sample data set and the use of mathematical tools that do not explain the relation between the parts of the samples from that point of view [12] . This form of analysis is not sufficient to visualize cause and effect relationships in the entanglement of event variables and their dynamics in modifying in time [13] when taking in account the matter and energy quantitative physical aspects of influence. Traditional methodological procedures of non-linear statistics verify only a portion of the state of nature of the event [12] . Statistical models that analyze complex events usually bring to light, indicators determined to give the researcher the global view of a system in a functional state of complexity restricted to a certain space and time [13] . It can happen of correspondences among ana- The discussion proposed in this paper has as its basic premise the idea that the oscillations in an event tend to be delimitated by an unobservable factor, and must have an organization in which the probable is set to happen towards any sort of the given possibilities based on the quantitative physical aspects of the event. In theory the description refers to the possibility that in complex systems, variables exert influences on one another by the number of interactions they exert, considering aspects mentioned before as spatial, temporal, functional physical properties of objects investigated in a given complex system [5] . The unobservable factor is that possibility of internal movements (physical quantitative aspects) in the organization of the event influence the formation or behavior of the same generating a periodicity in the system rather than theoretical data expressing randomness. 
Periodicity
The possibility of predicting events with periodicity or expressions of temporal cause and effect is dependent on the analysis of the event occurring taking into account the oscillations among non-linear variables [6] .
In a multifactor analysis model case, the relationship between the presences of 
Experiment Testing
When aggregating samples, it is possible to verify the behavior of the events when they are influenced strongly or weakly by the system as a whole [26] . In Figure 1 , it is observed how population of students, teachers, and others (staff) in a building school consumes water [25] . Proportionality reveals itself and turns to be periodic.
Conclusion
The interactions among variables in a complex system can indicate periodicity that can evidence the "mechanical" behavior in complexity, or in other words, it is suggested that a causal relation among variables can occur under the concept of proportionality caused by frequency of interactions expressing internal movements in a phenomenon. Periodicities can occur under the physical, quantitative and indicative temporal aspects as well as the specific physical properties 
